SCAVENGER HUNT
Something Sweet for Summer!

Summertime is here and we all need a little something sweet to beat the heat! Luckily there is something in every gallery to satisfy that sweet tooth.

We’ve picked out some of our favorite works celebrating yummy treats. Search the galleries and see if you can find them all!

The Hindu god Ganesha loves sweet treats, especially laddu. They are similar to donut holes. Head to the Expanding Darshan exhibition on the first floor to find this big bowl of laddu.

Did you know that the gummy bear was invented in Germany? It was called Gummibär (rubber bear). Head to the Light Play exhibition on the second floor to find this gorgeous gummy by artist Vik Muniz!

Honey is super sweet and a great addition to any treat. But honey is also used to help heal sore throats and treat mosquito bites. Head to the Wedgwood gallery on the second floor to find this adorable honeypot shaped like a honeycomb!

Raise your hand if you like the taste of freshly squeezed lemonade in the summer. In art, lemons often symbolize luxury, love and longevity. Head to the American gallery on the first floor to find this bittersweet fruit.

An apple a day not only keeps the doctor away, but keeps that sweet tooth satisfied. Apples are in the top two most popular fruits in the US. Head to the American gallery on the first floor to make your mouth water for this apple by artist Georgia O’Keeffe.

Pineapples are a refreshing fruit in the summer. In art, pineapples symbolize prosperity and hospitality. Head over to the 19th c. European gallery on the first floor and answer this one question. Do you like pineapple on your pizza?

Do you like a little cream in your coffee or tea? This tiny jug was made to hold sweet cream at teatime. Head to the English gallery on the first floor to see the summertime goats, bees, and butterflies adorning the jug.

In China, pomegranates are symbols of longevity and blessings for many children. Perhaps as many children as there are seeds in the fruit! Head to the Chinese gallery on the second floor to see this juicy offering.
Did you find the image of the gummy bear by Vik Muniz while on your scavenger hunt? What flavor do you think the gummy bear is? What is your favorite gummy flavor? Isn't it funny how colors remind us of flavor?

Color the gummy bears below to match the colors of your favorite flavors!